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he would relinquish his hold upon a distant province where
his power could never be effective, for one adjacent to his
own    dominions.    The    exchange    would   have    greatly
strengthened his power in Southern Germany.    Hence the
Exchange scheme was firmly opposed by Frederick II of
Prussia, who organised a League of German States—the
Fwrsteribund—to resist it.    It was no part  of England's
policy to allow the Netherlands to fall into the hands of a
comparatively insignificant power which could scarcely hope
to resist French influence.    Hence George III, as Elector George m
of Hanover, entered the Filrstenbund: officially this did not opposition
commit England in any way, but it provided a beginning change.
for a rapprochement between England and Prussia.
Anxiety for the real independence of the Netherlands England
also led England into relations with parties in Holland. French in-
There the Stadtholder, William V of Orange, was opposed Holland111
by the Patriots, who sought to restrict his powers and
ultimately to establish a Dutch Republic. The Patriots
were French in sympathy, and the proposed republic would
have been little more than a satellite of the Bourbon Power.
Hence England was bound to support the Stadtholder.
Her desire to do this was increased by the fact that William
V was the cousin of George III. Moreover, his wife was
the niece of Frederick the Great of Prussia, who, however,
supplied nothing more helpful than conciliatory advice.
After his death in 1786, his successor, Frederick William II,
was prepared to be of more assistance, and their mutual
interest in Dutch affairs soon was to lead to a definite
alliance of England and Prussia. In 1787 the Patriots,
suspecting the Princess of Orange of going to The Hague
to raise forces against them, prevented her from entering
the Province of Holland, suspended the Stadtholder from
his office, and appealed to France for assistance. This
affront to the Princess could not be overlooked by her
kinsman, the King of Prussia, and Pitt was unwilling to
pass over the possibility of French intervention. He
immediately urged Frederick William to action and, before
France could form her plans, Prussian forces had crossed
the border, put down the Patriot Rebellion and restored the

